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NEXT WALK – SUNDAY 2nd NOVEMBER 2014 

   Brown Cow Hill 

Distance 15 kms. Ascent 450 metres OS maps 36 and 37 

This is an excellent circular walk, not too far and not too high, with glorious panoramic views as we walk across a 3km ‘plateau’. The 
route is not steep; we are mostly on path and track, with patches of very boggy ground where the path is missing. There is a long walk 
out on a metalled road, handy given the time of year. 

The walk starts at Corgarff Castle car park, ref. 254087 and we head clockwise, The route heads south and then west past (but not up) 
Carn Oighreag on an easy track. We then head south south west up to the top of Brown Cow Hill (no path), a bit of a climb and lots of 
peat hags but not too steep or too taxing. From here we start to see the excellent 360 degree views as we head due west across a ridge 
to Cairn Sawvie via ‘829’. From there we head north west to Meikle Geal Charn, no path and quite boggy, again with delightful views as 
we head towards the top. We then head down, due north, through more boggy ground with a bit of heather bashing to hit a track at 
203064 which we follow through Inchmore and Dalnadamph where we hit a metalled road leading back to the car park.  

 
Total Time:  Approx. 6 hrs including breaks. 

Note: This walk is fairly straightforward in good weather and requires a moderate level of fitness. 

 
 

Meet at Culter Village Hall at 08:00 am and return around 6.30 pm. Transport by car, contributions to the drivers 
gratefully received. Refreshments after walk at the Allargue Arms. Contact David Gair Tel: 01224-867285, 
davidgair@me.com. Walk will be co-ordinated by John Fowler, 07989 413116. Closing date Wednesday 29th October, 
2013. 

Walkers must wear walking boots (gaiters also recommended), carry WARM and waterproof clothing, hat and gloves and take 
plenty of food and liquids. THESE ARE ESSENTIAL. Be prepared for possible wintry conditions on the top, whatever the forecast.  

Culter hillwalking club has no members who are qualified leaders or instructors. Therefore anyone volunteering to assist the club on a walk cannot be held 
responsible for other members' welfare. Members must be aware they are solely responsible for themselves at all times. Hillwalking and mountaineering are 
activities with a danger of personal injury and death. Those participating in these activities should be aware of the risks and accept the responsibility for their own 
actions and involvement. No responsibility can be accepted by Culter Hillwalking club committee, members, guests or co-ordinators of walks for any mishap, which 
may occur, during a walk. Dog owners must ensure that their dogs are on a short lead at all times. 

www.culterhillwalking.org.uk 

http://www.culterhillwalking.org.uk/

